DUSTEX®
Dustex Quick Props
Zipwall®, a unique temporary screening system, can be installed in minutes by just one person
without the need for using tape, nails or ladders.
This makes it the ideal solution to control and prevent airborne dust produced during
refurbishment works from contaminating the surrounding environment.
According to health and safety research, dust inhalation on construction sites affects many
thousands of workers throughout the UK every year. The side effects of dust inhalation can not
only cause sickness but can be fatal. Dust from internal refurbishment programmes particularly
in occupied areas or live store environments also causes disruption and can damage your
reputation through a poorly presented site, not to mention the time and cost of clean-up.
Features & Benefits
Quick and easy to install, no training needed; a 10m screen can be erected in less
than 5 minutes.
Create exactly the length, height and shape of screen required.
Perfect for suspended ceilings, can also be used on angled or vaulted ceilings due to
adjustable head.
Can be used time and time again
Rubber non-stick floor and ceiling contact points ensure stability and reduce risk of
marking.
Tight-SealTM accessories mean no need for taping screen edges.
Re-sealable Zipwall® door system gives easy access to working area.
Gives a professional appearance to any project.
Easily stored and transported in hard wearing Zipwall® carry bag.

Dustex Quick Props

DUSTEX®
DusteDustex Quick Propscations
Key Applications
Rapid fit - Saves time
No tape, no nails or screws - Saves damage
Can be used time after time - Saves money
Provides complete seal - Stops dust spreading
No ladders or steps needed - Improves safety
No other fixing accessories required - Saves
hassle

Quick Props are available in up to 3.66m and 6m lengths.

Quick Props provides an instant barrier between the working environment and
surrounding areas

DUSTEX®
The Pole
This patented system is vastly superior to other
screening methods.

Key Product Features
Robust and durable.
Integral spring-loaded head ensuring tension
maintained. Up to 3m between poles possible.
Simply twist pole to lock - no time wasting or hassle.
Two piece system assembled in seconds, no
numerous fixings to get lost or misplaced.

The Prop head fixes simply and securely to the barrier
sheeting

Other Uses for the Poles

Flood-light
support

Plasterboard
support

Holding
cabinets

Crown
moulding

Adhere
ceiling tiles

Easily installed in minutes by
just one person

Simply twist the pole to
lock firmly in place.

DUSTEX®
Tight-Seal Foam

Caution Tape Reel

The Tight-Seal Foam rail and side clamp system
enables you to create extra tight dust seals without
using tape.

The Caution Tape Reel accessory pack enables you to set up
a neat barrier quickly without the need to tie caution tape to
chairs, doorknobs or heavy stanchions.

Key Product Features

Key Product Features

Soft Foam Rail creates a completely dust tight seal.
Quick and easy to use, fixes to existing
Prophead.

Tape can be rewound and used time and time again.
Can be used on the pole with or without plastic sheeting.

1.5 metre length seals a large area rapidly.
Can be cut or overlapped to meet exact screen size.
Spring-loaded side clamp creates dust tigh seal.
No need for ladders, tape or nails.
Re-usable time and time again.

1.5m Tight-Seal Soft Foam Rail

Professional looking. The tape stays straight and upright.

Tight-Seal Side Clamp securely fixes
Foam Rail to the wall

Reel holds caution tape rolls of all sizes up to 300m.

DUSTEX®
Door System
The Zipwall® Door System allows you to create a
resealable zipped entrance doorway to enclosures
whilst ensuring the spread of dust is prevented.

Key Product Features

Using the unique Zipwall KnifeTM to double cut the
screening material for a jam free opening.

Self-adhesive zip system adheres directly to
screening material.

The doorway can be made to any size.
With the zippers undone the doorway can be rolled up
and secured with the ties provided

Heavy duty two-sided zip allows access and
locking from both sides of the screen.
Create a door space to any size.
Can be used with any type of screening
material.
Kit comes with unique safe to use Zipper
knife.
Comes complete with tie backs for secure
opening during use.
Quick and simple to install.

Self-adhesive zippers easily adhere to the screening material.

DUSTEX®
System Components
SLP12 2-pack

SLP6 6-pack

SLP20 2-pack

4PL

HDAZ2 Zipper kit

2 x3.66m poles, extends from 1.4m to
3.66m

6 x 3.66m poles

2 x 6m poles

Starter pack including 4 poles, 2 foam rails,
1pkt of zippers, 1 carry bag

2 heavy duty zippers, 2 tie
strings, 1 Zipwall® zipper knife

FR2 2-pack Foam Rails
2 x 1.52m ‘Tight Seal’TM Foam Rails

CB1 Carry Bag

SC2 Tight Seal Side Clamps

RLPK Reel Pack

Packed 2 per pack

1 tape reel, 1 x 100m Caution tape 6 tape
clips

DUSTEX®
Screening Materialscations
STD Polythene

Flame Retardant Polythene

Flame Retardant Barrier Sheet

Standard polythene sheet available in
4m wide rolls in medium or heavy gauge

Flat polythene sheet available in 4m
wide , available in medium gauge

A tough, reinforced, heavy duty,
puncture a tear resistant polythene
material, available in 4m wide rolls

!

According to health and safety research, dust inhalation on construction sites affects many
thousands of workers throughout the UK every year. The side effects of dust inhalation
can not only cause sickness but can be fatal. Dust from internal refurbishment programmes
particularly in occupied areas or live store environments also causes disruption and can damage
your reputation through a poorly presented site, not to mention the time and cost of clean-up.
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